Abstract. This paper presents an extension to Hoare logic for pointer program verification. Logic formulas with user-defined recursive functions are used to specify properties on the program states before/after program executions. Three basic functions are introduced to represents memory access, recordfield access and array-element access. Some axioms are introduced to specify these basic functions in our logic. The concept Memory Scope Function (MSF) is introduced in our logic. Given a recursive function f , the MSF of f computes the set of memory units accessed during the evaluation of f . A set of rules are given to derive the definition of this MSF syntactically from the definition of f . As MSFs are also recursive functions, they also have their MSFs. An axiom is given to specify that an MSF contains its MSF. Based on this axiom, local reasoning is supported with predicate variables. Pre-state terms are used to specify the relations between pre-states and post-states. People can use pre-state terms in post-conditions to represents the values on the pre-state. The axiom of assignment statements in Hoare's logic is modified to deal with pointers. The basic idea is that during the program execution, a recursive function is evaluated to the same value as long as no memory unit in its memory scope is modified. Another proof rule is added for memory allocation statements. We use a simple example to show that our logic can deal with pointer programs in this paper. In the appendix, the Shorre-Waite algorithm is proved using our logic. We also use the selection-sort program to show that our logic can be used to prove program with indirectly-specified components.
Introduction
Hoare's logic [1] can not deal with pointer programs because of pointer alias, i.e. many pointers may refer to the same location. A few extensions to Hoare logic have been made to deal with pointers or shared mutable data structures [2] [3] [4] .
⋆ This paper is supported
Among them, separation logic [5] is famous. That logic uses a memory model which consists of two parts: the stack and the heap. Pointers can only refer to data objects in the heap. The Hoare logic is extended with a set of proof rules for heap lookup, heap mutation and program variable assignment. Separation logic extends the predicate calculus with the separation-conjunction operator (*), which can separate the heap into different disjoint parts. To specify the separation conjunction and related function symbols( → and ⇁), totally 14 axioms and proof rules are introduced. These axioms and rules are not strong enough to prove most programs. So five special classes of formulas are defined based on the semantic of separation-conjunctions, → and ⇁. 5 axioms and several semantic theorems are introduced to improve Separation Logic. Yet another two new symbols ( [e] ֒→,
) and 11 axioms are introduced to deal with composite types (record-types and array-types). Supplemental proof rules for assignment, allocation/deallocation are also provided. Another disadvantage of Separation Logic, people still have to deal with low-level address manipulations, which has been generally avoided in high-level programming languages. A few small programs have been used to demonstrate the potential of local reasoning for scalability [6] . In that paper, the Shorre-Waite algorithm was proved using Separation Logic, on the assumption of many complicated logic formulas. This paper presents an extension to Hoare logic for verification of pointer programs. In order to deal with high-level program types abstractly and directly, we introduce three functions: * (memory unit access), & → (record-field access), and &[ ] (array-element access). A set of axioms are used to model and specify the memory layout/access in pointer programs.
The value stored in the memory unit referred by an address x is * x. In this logic, the memory units for program variables and heap objects are treated uniformly. A program variable v corresponds to a constant memory address &v. The value stored in v is expressed as * &v. As a consequence, program variables are no longer treated as logic variables in specifications.
Recursive functions are used in program specifications. For a recursive function defined using * , its value is relevant to a set of memory units. We show that this memory unit set can be expressed by another recursive function, called memory-scope function (MSF). The definition of the memory-scope function of f can be constructed syntactically from the definition of f .
The concept pre-state terms are introduced in this paper. They can help people specify the relations between pre-/post-states. This paper is organized as follows. We first introuce the syntax of programs and specifications in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce the concepts of memory scopes and pre-state terms. A proof rule is introduced to specify how definitions of MSFs are constructed. Two axioms are introduced to specify the properties about memory scopes. To model memory access and layout in pointer programs, three functions and a set of axioms are introduced in Section 5. The axioms and proof rules for program statements are given in Section 6. Some other proof rules are given in Section 7. Section 8 describes how to write verifications in 2-dimension form. The verification of the running example using our logic is presented in Section 9. Section 10 concludes this paper.
Appendix A presents the verification of an implementation of the SchorreWaite algorithm. Appendix B presents an verification of a program template, i.e. a program with indirectly-specified components.
Syntax of programs and specifications
In this section, we give a brief description of the small program language used in this paper.
The syntax of program expressions
Besides the basic arithmetic and logical operators, three operators are introduced:
The operator * is used to access the content stored in a memory unit; &[ ] is used to derive the address of an element of an array; & → n is used to derive the address of a field of a record.
Formally, The syntax of program expressions is as follow. 
The type system of the program language
The small program language used in this paper is strong-typed. In this paper, it is supposed that all programs under verification have passed static type check.
Each expression e has a static type t, which means that at the runtime, either e denotes a value of type t or e is undefined. The types used in programs include the basic types: int (for integers) and bool (for boolean values); pointer-types P(t), array-types ARR(t, c), and recordtypes REC((n 1 , t 1 )×. . .×(n k , t k )), where t, t 1 , . . . , t k are types, n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n k are k different names, c is a positive integer constant. We use Ptr as the super type of all pointer-types. People can also define user-types using the form name := type.
If we view the new operators & → and &[] as compositions of the C operator &, → and [ ], the type rules and well-formed conditions of program expressions are similar to that of the programming language C. However, it is required that * can only be applied to values of the set P(int), P(bool) and P(P(t)) for some t. We can write concise expressions using these abbreviation rules.
Abbreviations
Example 1. Let a, i and j be three program variables. The type of i and j is int;
The type of a is ARR(ARR(REC((f 1, int) × (f 2, bool)), 100), 100). We can write
to access the field f 1 of the element in the ith row and the jth column. Using the abbreviation rules above, we can abbreviate this expression as a[i][j].f 1.
The syntax of program statements
The syntax of program statements is as follows.
st ::= skip | * e 1 := e 2 | * e := alloc(t)
The type-rules and well-conditions of the statements are as follow.
-For the assignment * e 1 := e 2 , * e 1 and e 2 must have same static type. Further more, their type must integer, boolean, or a pointer type. -For the memory allocation statement * e := alloc(t), the static type of * e must be P(t). -For the while-statement and if -statement, the static type of e must be boolean.
The operational semantic of these statements is similar to that of the programming language C.
Example 2. The program depicted in Figure 1 is a running example used in this paper. The type of k and d is int. The type of root and p is P(Node), where Node = REC((l, P(Node)) × (r, P(Node)) × (K, int) × (D, int)). This program first searches a binary search tree for a node of which the field K equals k. Then it sets the filed D of this node to d. 
Syntax of specifications
In our logic, a specification is a Hoare-Triple of the form
where c is a code fragment, p and q are logic formulas with recursive functions. The formulas p and q are respectively called the pre-condition and post-condition of this specification. As we will use recursively-defined partial functions in program specifications, p and q should be formulas of some three-value logics that can deal with undefinedness. In this paper, we use the Logic for Partial Functions (LPF) [7] as the basic logic, i.e. p and q are LPF formula. However, other three-value logics can also be used.
There also some other things should be noticed here.
-Program variables and logic variables are different things in our logic. A program variable represents a memory block storing values. The values stored in a program variable may changed by code. A logic variable is a place-holder for a value. A logic variable appeared in pre-condition and post-condition represents the same value. -In our logic, the function * is used to represents the program state. So * has different interpretations in p and q. Consequently, the recursive functions in the specification defined based on * also have different interpretations accordingly.
Formulas appeared in specifications are also strong-typed. Each logic variable has a static type, though we may omit it. The static types of terms in such formulas can be automatically decided.
Example 3. Let isHBST, Dom, Map and FldD be the recursive functions defined in Figure 2 ; P rog be the program depicted in Figure 1 . The specification
says that if the program starts it execution when root points to a binary search and k equals to the field K of some node in this tree, root still points to a binary search tree after the execution. The finite map represented by this tree is the same as the original map except that it maps k to d. ← −−−−−− − Map(root) in the post-condition is a pre-state term. It means the map represented by the BST on the pre-state. The definition and proof rules of pre-state terms will be presented later.
Outlying(ρ, {&p} ∪ FldD(root)}) is an abbreviation for ρ ∧ (M(ρ) ∩ ({&p} ∪ FldD(root))} = ∅). M(ρ) denotes the memory scope of the formula ρ. This specification shows that the program modifies only the memory units in {&p} ∪ FldD(root). If ρ holds on the pre-state, and is irrelevant to the memory units in this set, ρ still holds on the post-state. The concept of memory scopes will be explained in the next section.
Fig. 2. The definitions of a set of recursive functions
3 Memory scopes and pre-state terms
Terms denoting pre-state values
In many cases, people are interested in the relationship between the values before/after program executions. Merely specifying the property of the program state after program execution is not sufficient for this purpose. In our logic, we use pre-state terms to denoting values on pre-states in post-conditions. Definition 1. Pre-state terms Let e be a term containing no pre-state subterm, ← − e is a pre-state term.
Pre-state terms can appear in both pre-conditions and post-conditions. A prestate term ← − e denoting the value of e interpreted based on the pre-state before execution. In pre-conditions, ← − e and e is interchangeable. We have the following two proof rules.
In the rest of this paper, we will inter-change e and ← − e in pre-conditions without mentions these proof rules. For convenience, for a formula Q (or a term e) containing pre-state terms, we use Q (or e respectively) to denote the formula (or term) derived by replacing all pre-state terms in Q (or e) with their original forms. For example, ← − * pt = t is * pt = t.
Memory scopes
Memory scope form of terms An execution of a piece of code may change the values stored in some memory units. The function symbol * has different interpretations in the pre-condition and post-condition of a specification. So does the functions defined based on * . As a consequence, a term may denote different values in the pre-condition and the post-condition. However, the value of a term e relies only on a finite set of memory units. This set can also be expressed as a term, called the memory scope form of e, denoted as M(e). Given a term e, M(e) is defined as follow.
-For any pre-state term ← − e , M( ← − e ) is ∅.
-If e is a logical variable or a constant, M(e) is ∅.
-If e is of the form f (e 1 , . . . , e n ), M(e) is M(e 1 )∪. . .∪M(e n )∪M(f )(e 1 , . . . , e n ), where M(f ) is the memory scope function of f . -If e is of the form e 0 ?e 1 : e 2 , M(e) is M(e 0 ) ∪ (e 0 ?M(e 1 ) : M(e 2 )).
Though ← − e is evaluated on the pre-state, its value is not modified by the execution. So, M( ← − e ) is ∅.
Memory scope functions Intuitively speaking, M(f )(x 1 , . . . , e x ) computes the set of memory units accessed during the evaluation of f (x 1 , . . . , x n ). The argument types of M(f ) is the same as those of f . The result type of M(f ) is SetOf(Ptr). Given a function f , the definition of M(f ) can be derived as follow. 
In LPF, a function definition is also a formula. We have the following proof rule.
The memory scope form of (x = nil)?∅ :
According to the definition of NodeSet in Figure 2 ,
The definition of M(NodeSet) is equivalent to that of MSF lr depticted in Figure 3 The following table lists the memory scope functions for the functions defined in Figure 2 and Figure 3 .
Recursive functions Memory Scope Functions
NodeSet, MSF lr , MSF lrk , MSF lrkd , FldD MSF lr Dom, isHBST MSF lrk Map MSF lrkd MapP MPP m MSF lr (x : P(Node)) : SetOf(Ptr) (x = nil)? ∅ : ({&x → l, &x → r} ∪ MSF lr (x → l) ∪ MSF lr (x → r)) MSF lrk (x : P(Node)) : SetOf(Ptr) (x = nil)?∅ : ({&x → K, &x → l, &x → r} ∪ MSF lrk (x → l) ∪ MSF lrk (x → r)) MSF lrkd (x : P(Node)) : SetOf(Ptr) (x = nil)?∅ : {&x → K, &x → D, &x → l, &x → r} ∪ MSF lrkd (x → l) ∪ MSF lrkd (x → r) MPPm(x : P(Node), y : P(Node)) : SetOf(Ptr) (x = nil)?∅ : {&x → l, &x → r} ∪ MPPm(x → l) ∪ MPPm(x → r)∪ ((x = y)?∅ : {&x → K, &x → D})
Fig. 3. The scope functions
Memory Scope for Formulae Roughly speaking, the memory scope term of a formula is the union of the memory scopes of the terms of this formula.
To formally define the memory scope of a formula p, it is required that each quantified variable in p has a unique name, and is different from the free variables in p. Please be noticed that for an arbitrary formula p, we can easily get an equivalent formula satisfying this condition by variable renaming. The memory scope term of a formula p is defined as follow.
The symbol == is the strong equivalence in LPF. It means that either both side of == are undefined, or they equal to each other.
An axiom about memory scopes If all the functions in a term e are either basic functions or recursively defined functions, we can find that the evaluation of M(e) tracks the evaluation process of e, and records all the memory units accessed during this process. All the memory units accessed during the evaluation of M(e) are also accessed during the evaluation of e. We have the following two axioms about memory scope functions.
Here, ↓ is an operator in LPF. M(e) ↓ and M(p) ↓ respectively mean that M(e) and M(p) are denoting.
Supporting local reasoning
In our logic, local reasoning is supported using predicate variables. Usually, a specification is of the form
We can substitute ρ with other formulas to get new assertions about s. The static type of the term e is SetOf(Ptr). It is an over-approximation of the set of memory units modified by the code s. The premise (M(ρ) ∩ e = ∅) means that ρ is irrelevant to the values stored in the memory units in e. Thus, ρ still holds when s halts normally. For conciseness, in the rest of this paper, we use Outlying(ρ, e) as an abbreviation for ρ ∧ (M(ρ) ∩ e = ∅). The assertion above can be written as
Example 5. Considering the program depicted in Figure 1 . The program changes only the memory unit &p and the field D of some node of the tree. The specification 1 shows that for any predicate ρ which is irrelevant to the memory unit &p and the field D of any nodes in the tree, if ρ holds on the pre-state, it still holds on the post-state.
From the second premise and the consequence rule (presented later), we have r ∧ p { s } r ∧ q Theorem 1 will be used frequently to derive global assertions based on the local assertion of a statement. We call an application of this theorem as an expanding.
The axioms about memory access and layout
In this section, we present some axioms about memory access and memory layouts of composite types. In the implementation of real program languages, memory layouts for composite types are compiler-dependent. So computing the address of a component in a composite-typed data by address-offsetting is not a good choice. In our logic, we use a set of axioms to specify such memory layouts abstractly.
The auxiliary function Block
We define an auxiliary function Block : Ptr → setof(Ptr) to denote the set of memory units in a memory block. The definition of Block is as follows.
{r} if * r is of type int, bool or Ptr n: field name of t Block(&r → n) if r : P(t) and t is a record type
Intuitively speaking, Block(r) is the set of memory units in the memory block referred by r.
The axioms
There is no memory-deallocation statement in our small program language. Each time a memory block is allocated, the memory units of pointer types in this block are initialized to nil. Thus, a non-nil pointer always refers to a valid memory unit or memory block. We have the following axiom.
According to the type rule of * , t can only be int, bool, or pointer types. The predicate e : t means that the term e denotes a value of the type t. Two different memory blocks are either disjoint, or one of them contains another one. We have the following axiom.
Here, the static type of x and y must be pointer types.
A unique memory block is assigned to each declared program variable. Furthermore, such a memory block is not contained by any other memory blocks. So we have the following axioms.
Here v is a program variable, v 1 and v 2 are two different program variables. The static type of x is a pointer type. A memory block for a record-typed data is allocated as a whole. That is, when a record-typed memory block is allocated, the blocks for all its fields are allocated. We have the following axiom.
Here, the static type of x is P(REC(. . . × (n, t) × . . .)) In a record-typed memory block, the memory blocks for different fields are disjoint with each other. If the static type of x is P(REC(. . . × (n 1 , t 1 ) × . . . × (n 2 , t 2 ) × . . .)), we have the following axiom.
Similarly, we have the following two axioms. Here, the static type of x is P (ARR(t, c) ). The static type of y, y 1 , y 2 is int. The axiom ARR-1 says that an array-typed memory block is allocated as a whole, i.e. when an array-typed memory block is allocated, all of the memory blocks for its elements are allocated. The axiom ARR-2 says that the memory blocks allocated for different elements are disjoint with each other.
In this section, we present the axioms and proof rules to specify the effect of program statements. There are three axioms for primitive statements and three proof rules for control flow statements.
The axiom for skip
The skip statement changes nothing. If a formula q hold before the execution of skip, q still holds after the execution. This is specified by the following axiom.
The axiom for assignment
For an assignment * e 1 := e 2 , it is required that e 1 evaluates to a non-nil pointer, i.e. it refers to a memory unit, and e 2 evaluates to a value on the pre-state. One the post-state, the memory unit stores the value of e 2 evaluated on the pre-state. Furthermore, if e 1 is not in the memory scope of a formula ρ, ρ still holds after the execution. This is specified by the following axiom.
Here, ↓ is an operator in LPF: e 2 ↓ means that e 2 is evaluated to some value.
Example 6. Considering the assignment pt := pt → l in the program depicted in Figure 1 . As &pt = nil and (pt = nil) ⇒ (&pt → l = nil) ⇒ (pt → l) ↓, we can have the following assertion.
Because M(&pt) ∩ {&pt} = ∅, substitute ρ with ρ ∧ ( ← − − &pt = &pt), and apply the consequence rule (presented later), we have
The axiom for memory allocation
For an allocation statement * e 1 := e 2 , it is required that e 1 evaluates to a non-nil pointer. After the execution, the value stored in the memory unit referred by ← − e 1 refers to a memory block that is unreachable on the pre-state. This allocation statement modifies only the memory unit referred by e 1 and the memory unit newly allocated. If a predicate ρ holds on the pre-state and e 1 is not in the memory scope of ρ, ρ still holds on the post-state. This is specified by the following axiom.
Outlying(ρ, {e 1 }) ∧ (e 1 = nil) { * e 1 := alloc(t)} Outlying(ρ, Block( * ← − e 1 )) ∧ ( * ← − e 1 = nil) ∧ Init( * ← − e 1 ) (ALLOC-ST)
The predicate Init(x) is defined as ∀y ∈ Block(x) · y : P(P(t)) ⇒ * y = nil. It means that all the pointers stored in the block referred by x is initialized to nil.
Example 7. Considering the sequential statements t := alloc(Node); t → k := k; t → d := d. From the axiom ALLOC-ST, we have
The proof rule for if -statement
The proof rule for if-statement is almost same as the one in Hoare's logic. The only difference is that the conditional expression should always evaluate to a boolean value.
The proof rule for while-statement
The proof rule in our logic is essentially same as the corresponding one in Hoare's logic. The only difference is that we require that the invariant implies the definedness of the conditional expression. We have the following rule.
where p is a formula containing no pre-state term.
The proof rule for sequential statements
The two statements in a sequential composition s 1 ; s 2 execute sequentially. If we prove the assertions about s 1 and s 2 respectively, we can compose these two assertions into an assertion about s 1 ; s 2 . As the pre-state of s 1 is different from that of s 2 , pre-state terms in two assertions should be eliminated.
where p, q and r contain no pre-state term.
Example 8. In the proof rules for while-statements and sequential statements, the pre-/post-conditions contain no pre-state terms. To prove the relation between pre-state and post-state, we can first prove an assertion with free logical variables, and then put pre-state terms into it using the proof rule SUBSTITU-TION, which will be presented in Section 7. Let x, y, z be three integer program variables. v x , v y , v z be three logic variables. We have the following two assertions.
Substitute ρ 1 and ρ 2 with Outlying(ρ, {&x, &y}) ∧ (v x = ← − x ) ∧ (v y = y) and Outlying(ρ, {&x, &y}) ∧ (x = v x + 1) ∧ (v y = ← − y ) respectively, then apply the consequence rule (presented later), we have
Apply the proof rule for sequential statements, we have
Applying the rule SUBSTITUTION, substitute v x and v y with ← − x and ← − y respectively, we have
Substitute ρ with Outlying(ρ 0 , {&x, &y}) ∧ (v ′ y = z * ← − x + ← − y ), and applying the consequence rule, we have
Apply the proof rule for while-statements, we have
From the proof rule SUBSTITUTION, we have
{while (y ≥ z) begin x := x + 1; y := y − z; end } Outlying(ρ 0 , {&x, &y}) ∧ ( ← − y = z * x + y) ∧ (y < z)
Other proof rules
In this section, we presents the rest of the proof rules in our logic. Most of them are adopted directly from Hoare's Logic. The consequence rule says that provided an assertion, we can strengthen the pre-condition, or weaken the post-condition.
The proof rules CONJUNCTION and DISJUNCTION is same as the ones in Hoare's logic.
The proof rules ALL and EXIST are respectively the generalized version of CONJUNCTION and DISJUNCTION.
p {s} q ∀x · p {s}∀x · q where x is arbitrary (ALL) p {s } q ∃x · p {s}∃x · q where x is arbitrary (EXIST)
The proof rule SUBSTITUTION says that we can substitute a variable with a term e and its pre-state form respectively in the pre-condition and the postcondition, as long as e is denoting in the pre-state. 
{p ∧ (e ∨ ¬e)} while (e) {p ∧ e} s {p ∧ (e ∨ ¬e)} {p ∧ ¬e} to show that we can first prove that p is the invariant of this while-statement, then get the assertion p ∧ (e ∨ ¬e) {while (e) do s} p ∧ ¬e.
-An application of the consequence rule
-An substitution of predicate variables or an application of Theorem ??
Please be noticed that according to the proof rule SUBSTITUTION, if we substitute x with e, q ′ is derived by substitute x in q with ← − e . When substitute ρ with r, we must prove the second premise, i.e. p ∧ r ⇒ (M(r) ∩ e = ∅).
9 The proof of the running example in the concise form
Let INV be the formula
The proof of the specification 1 in the concise form is depicted in Figure 4 . The following are the properties about the recursive functions used in this proof.
10 Conclusions and further works
In this paper, we present an extension of Hoare logic to deal with pointer programs. The pre-conditions and post-conditions are logic formulas with recursive functions. Three functions ( * , & → n and &[ ]) are respectively used to represents memory unit access, record-field access, and array-element access. These functions are specified by a set of axiom. These axioms formally specify our memory models with the following properties.
-A non-nil pointer always refers to a valid memory unit or memory block.
-Two different memory blocks are either disjoint, or one of them contains another one. -Each declared program variable is assigned an unique memory block. To support local reasoning, we use specifications of the form
In this specification, e represents an upper bound of the memory set modified by s. We can substitute ρ with proper predicates in this specification to get global specifications.
We use pre-state terms to denoting values before program executions. Prestate terms can appear in both pre-conditions and post-conditions. A pre-state term ← − e denoting the value of e interpreted based on the pre-state. In preconditions, ← − e and e is interchangeable. The difference between ← − e and e is that the memory scope form of ← − e is ∅.
On a specific program state, the value of a term e relies only on a finite set of memory units. This value of e does not change if the contents stored in these memory units keep unmodified. We show that such a memory unit set can be expressed using a term constructed syntactically. Given a user-defined recursive function, we can construct another recursive function to represents the set of memory units accessed by this function during its evaluation process. We use an axiom to specify the properties about memory scope terms and memory scope functions.
For the program statements, we present an axiom for assignment statements, and an axiom for memory allocation statements. Other axioms and proof rules are same as the ones in Hoare's logic.
This logic has the following advantages.
-The axioms and proof rules in our logic is simpler comparing to those of Separation Logic. In Separation Logic, to deal with the separation conjunction, 14 axioms are introduced for general cases. Besides these, five special classes of formulas are defined based on the semantics of the separation conjunction. More axioms and theorems are given for these special formulas. To apply these special axioms and rules, people have to judge wether the formula is really in the class based on the semantics of separation conjunction. -This logic supports reuse of proofs. Most of recursive functions and their proved properties are about data structures. They are independent of the code under verification. So these properties can be reused in verification of other code using same data structures. It is possible to build a library of predefined recursive functions, their memory-scope functions, and their verified properties. -People can easily specify and verify relations between pre-/post-states with pre-state terms introduced in our logic. -Our logic supports local reasoning precisely. The upper-bound of memory units modified by the program can be specified by a term.
We also use several examples to show the efficacy of our logic. The example in the Appendix B shows that our logic can also deal with program templates, i.e. a program with some components indirectly specified.
In the future, we will extend our logic to deal with more programming language concepts: function calls, function pointers, class/object, generics, and so on. At the mean time, we will try to build a library of pre-defined recursive functions, their memory scopes, and their properties for frequently used data structures.
A Another example: the Schorre-Waite algorithm
A.1 The Program
Types and Variables The Schorre-Waite program to be verified, together with a type definition and three variable declarations, is depicted in Figure 5 . In the program, we use some abbreviations for conciseness.
The program is an elaborative implementation of the depth first search algorithm. The search path is stored in a linked list, of which the links reuses the memory cells for the field l or r.
Type T : Rec(l : P(T), r : P(T), chk : boolean, mk : boolean)) Three variables: root, t, p declared with type P(T).
(1) t := root; (2) p := nil; (3) while (CONDITION wh ) do //stack not empty or t not explored; (4) begin (5) if (CONDITION1)//t is already explored or t is nil; (6) then (7) if (CONDITION2) then //POP; (8) begin q := t; t := p; p := p → r; t → r := q; end (9) else //TRY right neighbor; (10) begin (11) q := t; t := p → r; p → r := p → l; (12) p → l := q; p → chk := true; (13) end (14)
else //t is not explored. PUSH t into the stack; (15) begin (16) q := p; p := t; t := t → l; p → l := q; (17) p → mk := true; p → chk := false; (18) end (19) end 
A.2 Recursive functions
We use two constants L 0 and R 0 to represent the edges. They are two maps. For a node x in the graph, L 0 (x) and R 0 (x) are respectively the left-neighbor and right-neighbor of x in the initial graph. The constants r 0 is the starting node. The constant NS 0 represents the smallest set satisfying the following properties.
The definitions of the recursive functions used in the specification and the proof are depicted in Figure 6 . The function Stack(x) retrieves the segment of the current path starting from x. The boolean-typed function isAcyclic(x) asserts that the list x is acyclic. The boolean-typed function PathProp asserts the properties about the current path.
The memory scope over-approximations for some functions are as follow.
Recursive Functions Memory scope over-approximations
we have the following properties.
A.3 The specification
Let M Set be {&p, &t, &q} ∪ {Block(x)|x ∈ NS 0 }. Notice that M(Set) is ∅. The program can be specified as follow.
A.4 The proof
The main part of the program under verification is a while-statement. The invariant of this while-statement is as follow. In the rest of this paper, we use SW INV to denote this formula. The framework of our proof is depicted in Figure 7 . In the rest part of this section, we will prove the assertions about the sequential statements in line (7), (9) and (11).
Variables: i, j, k, tmp declared with type int. a declared with type ARR(int, 100)
(1) i := 0; (2) while (i < 100) do (3) begin (4) j := i + 1; k := i; (5) while (j < 100) do (6) begin ( 
B.2 The Recursive Functions and Their Memory Scope Functions
The recursive functions used in this proof are depicted in Figure 9 . OrderSet(x, y) means that x is less than or equal to all the elements in y w.r.t. order. The function OrderSetSet(s 1 , s 2 ) means that all elements in s 1 is less than all elements in s 2 w.r.t. order. The function DataSet(l, r) represents the set of elements indexed from l to r in a. AllBut(l, r, i, j) represents the set of elements indexed from l to r in the array a except that a[i] and a[j] are excluded. The function arrLocs(l, r) computes the set memory units used by the array elements index from l to r. The corresponding simplified memory scope functions (or over-approximation) are depicted in Figure 10 .
OrderSet(x : int, s : SetOf(int)) : bool y∈s order(x, y) OrderSetSet(s1 : SetOf(int), s2 : SetOf(int)) : bool The invariant of the inner while-statement, denoted as INV i , is as follow.
Outlying(ρ i , {&k, &j})∧ OrderSet(a[k], DataSet(i, j − 1)) ∧ (0 ≤ i ≤ k < 100) ∧ (0 ≤ j ≤ 100)
